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1 Introduction

In this paper, we propose a new concept “Meta Ring Signature”. In Digital
Signature, first a private key is picked. Next, the public key is obtained in
terms of the private key. Then we can sign on to a message with the private
key. In other words, a signature is calculated from the private key and a
message. Suppose that a signature works as a public key, we may realize
a new digital signature “Meta Signature”. In Meta Signature, first a user
generates a signature referred to as base signature. Next the signer of a base
signature can generate another signature referred to as meta signature, to
sign on to another message. A public verifier verifies the soundness of a base
signature by using the signer’s public key. Then the public verifier can verify
the soundness of a meta signature by using the base signature without any
public key. Here, the soundness of a base signature means that the base
signature is generated by using the private key corresponding to the public
key. Thus, a base signature is an ordinary digital signature. On the other
hand, the soundness of a meta signature means that the meta signature is
generated by using the same private key as generating the base signature.
Naturally on practical use, Meta Signature is worthless if the base signature
is an ordinary digital signature. Because we must use the public key of base
signature scheme to verify the base signature. However, some well known
signature schemes have the property of signer’s anonymity, such as Group
Signature[1], Ring Signature[2], etc. Generally in these signature schemes,
any member of a group can generate a signature such that a public verifier
can verify the fact that the signature is generated by someone belongs to the
group or not, though the verifier cannot identify the signer. If we use one
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of such signature schemes as the base signature scheme, the signer of a base
signature can generate meta signature to sign on to another message. Then a
public verifier can judge that the base signature and the meta signature have
generated by the same user or not without loosing the signers anonymity.

However, signature schemes with the property, “Linkability”, can achieve
a similar function. For example, in the schemes such as Linkable SAG sig-
nature 1[3], Linkable Group signature[4, 5], public verifier canjudge whether
two different signatures are generated by the same user or not.

Suppose that we construct “Meta Ring signature on Ring signature”,
we refer it as “Meta Ring Signature” for short. Given the list of k base
signature, a signer can generate a Meta Ring signature, if there is a base
signature generated by the signer in the list. It is infeasible to identify which
base signature is generated by the signer of Meta signature.

In this paper, we present a concept of Meta Ring Signature. We then
show the example of the way of constructing of Meta Ring Signature from
Linkable SAG Signature and its application in Appendix A.

2 Concept of Meta Ring Signature

The Meta Signature is composed of two layers of signature schemes. They
are a base signature layer and a Meta signature layer. For short, we refer
them as BSL and MSL, respectively. We treat signatures of BSL as the
public keys of MSL. Given a list of BSL signatures LS, a user can generate
an MSL signature if and only if a BSL signature which he or she generated is
included in LS. Obviously, it is infeasible to identify the signer of a given BSL
signature. In MSL, it should be infeasible to identify which BSL signature
in LS generated by the signer of a given MSL signature.

In this paper we refer to the Meta signature scheme whose MSL is A and
BSL is B, as “Meta A on B” .

2.1 Base Signature Layer

We see that some signature schemes can be used as BSL. In this paper,
we show the case where the BSL is Ring Signature. First, we review Ring
Signature as BSL.

The Ring Signature scheme as BSL is composed of three algorithms, i.e.,
key generation algorithm GenB(), signing algorithm SigB(), and verification

1SAG Signature is A kind of Ring signature. It has the properties as same as Ring
Signature has, although the construction of SAG Signature text doesn’t form a ring struc-
ture.
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algorithm V erB(). For i = 1, . . . , n, each user Ui generates his or her private
key xi, and public key yi by using GenB(). Let LB = {y1, . . . , yn} be the list
of n members’ public keys.

Let an integer π be 1 ≤ π ≤ n, a user Uπ can generate a signature
σ(m,LB) = SigB(m, xπ, LB) to sign on to a given message m. A public ver-
ifier verifies a given signature text σB(m,LB) with V erB(σ(m,LB),m, LB).
V erB outputs “accept” if the signature σ(m,LB) is generated with the pri-
vate key xi corresponding to a public key yi in LB. Otherwise, V erB outputs
“reject”. Generally, it is infeasible for public verifier to identify which pri-
vate key was actually used in generating a given signature σ(m,LB). In other
words, it is infeasible to identify the signer of a given signature. However, in
some signature schemes with signer’s anonymity, such as Group Signature,
the signer can be identified by the special authority.

2.2 Meta Signature Layer

2.2.1 BSL Signature as MSL Public Key

In MSL, we treat BSL as the key generation algorithm. Let

LS = {σ1(m1, LB), . . . , σj(mj, LB), . . . , σk(mk, LB)}

be the given list of k signatures of BSL. Note that all signatures in LS are
generated with the same public key list, LB. In MSL, LS works as the list of
public keys.

2.2.2 Signing

Let SigM() be the signing algorithm of MSL. Let UΣ be the signer of BSL
signature σΣ(mΣ, LB). If σΣ(mΣ, LB) is included in LS, such that

LS = {σ1(m1, LB), . . . , σΣ(mΣ, LB), . . . , σk(mk, LB)},

UΣ can generate the MSL signature σM(m′, LS) = SigM(m′, xΣ, LS) to sign
on to a given message m′. At this time, UΣ uses his or her private key of
BSL, xΣ, as the private key of MSL, and uses BSL signature σΣ(mΣ, LB) as
the public key of MSL corresponding to the private key xΣ.

Note that, depending on the MSL and/or BSL, we may have to use the
same random integer r to generate MSL signature and BSL signature as
follows:

σ(m,LB) = SigB(m,xπ, LB, r), σM(m′, LS) = SigM(m′, xΣ, LS, r).
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2.2.3 Verification

Let V erM() be the verification algorithm of MSL. A public verifier verifies
a given MSL signature σM(m′, LS) with V erM(σM(m′, LS),m′, LS). V erM()
outputs “accept” if the MSL signature σM(m′, LS) is generated with the
private key xj corresponding to a BSL signature σj(mj, LB) in LS. Otherwise,
V erM() outputs “reject”.

2.3 Security Requirements

The security requirements for a BSL depends on the signature scheme used.
The security requirements for an actual MSL may depend on the BSL. We
propose here the minimum requirements that the MSL should satisfy.

Meta Unforgeability Given the BSL signatures with no corresponding pri-
vate keys, an adversary cannot forge an MSL signature for any message.

Base Signature Anonymity It is infeasible to identify which BSL signa-
ture corresponds to the private key used to generate a given MSL sig-
nature.

In Appendix A, we present Meta LSAGS on LSAGS as an example of
Meta Ring Signature.

3 Conclusion

We have presented the concept of Meta Signature. Particularly we discussed
on Meta Ring Signature.

We shall discuss other kinds of Meta Signatures, Meta Group Signature
on Ring Signature, Meta Ring Signature on Group Signature, and so on.
In addition, we shall discuss Meta public cryptography, the scheme using
signature as public key for encoding. We think that the concept of the Meta
Signature can be one of the efficient way to enhance various signature schemes
systematically.
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A Example of Meta Ring Signature

Recently, Liu, Wei, and Wong presented an interesting signature scheme,
Linkable Spontaneous Anonymous Group Signature[3], LSAGS for short. We
show an example of the construction of Meta Ring signature, Meta LSAGS
on LSAGS.

A.1 Linkable Spontaneous Anonymous Group Signa-
ture

We introduce the Liu et al.’s LSAGS briefly. Refer to [3] for details. The
LSAGS satisfies the following security requirements.

Unforgeability Given the public keys of all group members with no corre-
sponding private keys, an adversary cannot forge a signature for any
message.

Signer Anonymity It is infeasible to identify which private key was ac-
tually used in generating a given LSAGS signature to find out which
member has generated a signature.
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Linkability Two LSAGS signature with the same public key list L are linked
if they are generated with the same private key.

Let G = 〈g〉 be a group of prime order q. Let H1 : {0, 1}∗ → Zq and
H2 : {0, 1}∗ → G be hash functions. For i = 1, . . . , n, each user Ui picks
his or her private key xi and then calculates the public key yi = gxi . Let
L = {y1, . . . , yn} be the list of n members’ public keys.

A.1.1 Signing

To sign on to a given message m ∈ {0, 1}∗, a user Uπ calculates the signature
σ(m,L) = LsagSig(m,xπ, L). LsagSig() is the signing procedure given as
follows:

Step 1 :Calculate h = H2(L) and ỹ = hxπ .

Step 2 :Pick u ∈ Zq randomly, and calculate

cπ+1 = H1 (L, ỹ, m, gu, hu) . (1)

Step 3 :For i = π+1, . . . , n, 1, . . . , π−1, pick si ∈ Zq randomly, and calculate

ci+1 = H1 (L, ỹ, m, gsiyci
i , hsi ỹci) . (2)

Step 4 :Calculate sπ = u− xπcπ mod q, and then output the signature

σ(m,L) = {c1, s1, . . . , sn, ỹ} . (3)

A.1.2 Verification

A public verifier verifies a given signature σ(m,L) with the verification pro-
cedure LsagV er(σ(m,L),m, L) as follows:

Step 1 :Calculate h = H2(L).

Step 2 :For i = 1, . . . , n, calculate z′i = gsiyci
i , z′′i = hsi ỹci , and

ci+1 = H1 (L, ỹ, m, z′i, z
′′
i ) . (4)

Step 3 :Accept σ(m,L) if c1 = H1 (L, ỹ, m, z′n, z′′n), otherwise reject it.
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A.1.3 Linking

Let σ′(m′, L) = {c′1, s′1, . . . , s′n, ỹ′} and σ′′(m′′, L) = {c′1, s′′1, . . . , s′′n, ỹ′′} be
valid signatures signed with the same public key list L. If ỹ′ = ỹ′′, σ′L(m′)
and σ′′L(m′′) are generated by the same signer. Otherwise, the two signatures
are generated by two different signers.

A.2 Meta LSAGS on LSAGS

We show here the way of the construction of Meta LSAGS on LSAGS. We
use LSAGS both as the BSL and the MSL.

Let LS = {σ1(m1, L), . . . , σj(mj, L), . . . , σk(mk, L)} be the list of k BSL
signature such that the BSL signature signed on to the message mj is σj(mj, L) ={
c(j,1), s(j,1), . . . , s(j,n), ỹj

}
. All BSL signatures in the list LS are signed with

the same public key list L. Let L′S = {ỹ1, . . . , ỹj, . . . , ỹk} be the list of ỹj, an
element taken out of the BSL signature σj(mj, L)in LS. In MSL, L′S work
as the list of public keys.

A.2.1 Signing

To sign on to a given message mM ∈ {0, 1}∗, a user UΣ, the signer of
σΣ(mΣ, L) in LS, calculates the MSL signature σM(mM , L′S) = LsagSig(mM , xΣ, L′S).

A.2.2 Verification

A public verifier verifies a given MSL signature σM(mM , L′S) with the verifi-
cation procedure of the LSAGS such as LsagV er(σM(mM , L′S), mM , L′S).

A.3 Security

Meta Unforgeability Meta LSAGS on LSAGS satisfies Meta Unforgeabil-
ity. Because the signature scheme of MSL is the LSAGS. If there is
an algorithm against Meta Unforgeability, an adversary can forge the
signature of LSAGS though LSAGS satisfies Unforgeability.

Base Signature Anonymity Meta LSAGS on LSAGS satisfies Base Sig-
nature Anonymity. Because the signature scheme of MSL is the LSAGS.
If there is an algorithm against base signature anonymity, an adversary
can identify the signer of a given signature of LSAGS though LSAGS
satisfies signer anonymity.
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A.4 Application of Meta LSAGS, Linkable Group Sig-
nature without Authority

We suggest the outline of an application of Meta LSAGS on LSAGS，though
we have not yet discussed its security in a formal manner. We shall soon dis-
cuss this application formally in near future. We achieve a linkable group
signature scheme by adding a signer identification procedure to the LSAGS.
In group signature, it is possible for Special Authority，such as group man-
ager, to identify the signer of a given signature. The LSAGS has no such
function. We give the functions of group signature, key generation , signing,
and verification by using the LSAGS, the BSL of Meta LSAGS on LSAGS.
We then give the signer identification function by using the MSL. Recall that
the LSAGS has Linkability. Let σ(m,L) and σ′(m′, L) be two signatures of
the LSAGS. Let Ui be the signer of σ(m,L). Ui will be able to prove that Ui

is not the signer of σ′(m′, L), by proving that he or she generated σ(m,L)
with some methods, for example signing on to σ(m,L) by a usual digital
signature scheme. If all users except the signer of σ′(m′, L) do so, the signer
can be specified.

However, even if the private keys of users are kept secret, the Signer
Anonymity is lost in such a method. Then, the user Ui proves that he or
she is not the signer of σ′(m′, L) in the following method. First, Ui gathers
the signatures were not generated by the signer of σ′(m′, L), and then makes
them into the list L′S. Next, Ui generates MSL signature σi

M(mi, L
′
S). Finally,

Ui proves that he or she generated σi
M(mi, L

′
S) by some methods, for instance,

using Ui’s normal digital signature signed on σi
M(mi, L

′
S) etc. A public verifier

verify that σi
M(mi, L

′
S) is generated by Ui and linking all BSL signatures in

LS and σ′(m′, L). Thus, Ui can prove to the public verifier that Ui is not
the signer of σ′(m′, L). When all innocent users finish proving, the signer of
σ′(m′, L) is identified. It should be noted that there is no authority in this
method.
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